Abstract: In this study, an improved method based on evolutionary algorithms for denoising of satellite images is proposed. In this approach, the stochastic global optimisation techniques such as Cuckoo Search (CS) algorithm, artificial bee colony (ABC), and particle swarm optimisation (PSO) technique and their different variants are exploited for learning the parameters of adaptive thresholding function required for optimum performance. It was found that the CS algorithm and ABC algorithm-based denoising approach give better performance in terms of edge preservation index or edge keeping index (EPI or EKI) peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) and signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) as compared to PSO-based denoising approach. The proposed technique has been tested on satellite images. The quantitative (EPI, PSNR and SNR) and visual (denoised images) results show superiority of the proposed technique over conventional and state-of-the-art image denoising techniques.
Introduction
Satellite images are used in many applications such as geographical information system, astronomy and geoscience studies. Data sets collected by image sensors are generally contaminated by noise. Distinct types of noise like additive noise (Gaussian noise), multiplicative noise (Speckle noise) and artefacts in different imaging modalities degrade the image quality. Wrong instrumentation, problems with data acquisition process, and interfering natural phenomena all degrade the data of interest. Owing to such degradation, human interpretation as well as accuracy of the processing methods, in case of satellite imaging, is severely affected. Computer-aided analysis and quantitative measurements become difficult and unreliable because of poor image quality. Thus, denoising and enhancement of the images become necessary for many practical applications. Image denoising still remains a challenge for researchers because noise removal introduces artefacts and blurring of the image causing a very drastic reduction in information. The image denoising research can be broadly divided into two domains; spatial and transform domain [1, 2] . Among these two domains, in last two decades, lot of works has been done in wavelet transform (WT) domain. Wavelet thresholding denoising technique is very useful and important research field.
Owing to inherent properties of wavelet coefficients like sparsity and decomposition [3] , effective and simplified implementation of thresholding technique in wavelet domain have become easy. 'Wavelet shrinkages' methodology has been proposed by Donoho et al. [4, 5] for classifying the wavelet coefficients of real-world noisy data, which have been further modified to increase signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). Intensive research [6] [7] [8] was carried out for improving the performance of thresholding, based on wavelet domain. There has been continuos focus on development and implementation of the thresholding function. The Bayes Shrink and Sure Shrink gives good performance [9] , on denoising by wavelet shrinkage like soft, hard, garrote and semi-soft. Statistical approach like Bayesian approach for denoising the images has been proposed by researchers in [10] [11] [12] . Various noise models for distribution of noisy wavelet coefficients such as hidden Markov models [13] , Gaussian [14] , Fisher-Tippet [15] and Maxwell [16] were analysed. These methods are dependent on a specific noise model, and thus reduces their flexibility. Further, some researchers [17] [18] [19] [20] have proposed a mixture of statistical models, which is more computationally complex. Rabbani [20] has proposed a mixture of Laplacian and Gaussian model for estimating the noise free wavelet coefficient, and a mixture of Gaussian and Rayleigh model for additive noise, but it is complex in computation. Joint bilateral filter in spatial domain and trivariate shrinkages filter in wavelet domain is proposed by Yu et al. [21] .
Computational complexity has increased because of spatial operation. Further, improvement in perceptual quality of an image can also be achieved by proper shrinkages using an optimum threshold value determined by sub-band adaptive method based on WT, discrete cosine transform (DCT), partial differential equations, contourlet transform, undecimated DWT [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] . Nasri and Pour [28] have introduced the adaptive thresholding function using WT-based thresholding neural network (WT-TNN) methodology in 2009. They have reported that their methodology outperforms various other thresholding methodologies such as soft, hard, garrote and other existing WT-TNN-based approach. However, this approach has various limitations. Proper initialisation of threshold value and other thresholding parameters are required in this methodology; otherwise it imposes a limitation on convergence speed of the learning process. Limitations of WT-TNN approach have been overcome by particle swarm optimisation (PSO) algorithm in place of steepest descent gradient-based LMS techniques. This technique results in better performance with fast convergence rate. Researchers [29] have proposed the image enhancement by WT-TNN with adaptive learning rate, and have also conducted the comparative analysis of curvelet-based techniques for denoising of computed tomography images [32] .
The basic idea of denoising of an image using WT is as follows: At first, WT of a noisy image is obtained. Then, wavelet coefficient is modified by suitable thresholding function. Finally, after modification of wavelet coefficient, inverse WT is applied to obtain the reconstructed image. In wavelet-based thresholding technique, thresholding function has major effect on quality of the image. Therefore many types of thresholding functions were introduced having the property of hard, soft, semi-soft and garrote. The garrote and semi-soft thresholding functions are an improved way of thresholding. These thresholding functions have property and advantage of both hard and soft thresholding. There is no flexibility exhibit as these functions are owing to their dependency and fixed structure on a fixed threshold value. For reducing the above drawback, in some papers, several class of thresholding functions have been proposed with several shape tuning parameters that make it more flexible in usage. Some researchers [23, 24] have proposed a form of soft thresholding function. For better flexibility and capability, researchers [24] have extended Zhang's proposed functions by adding three shape tuning factors that are given in the following equation
Thresholding function η can be varied from hard to soft thresholding by adjusting the parameter k [0, 1] in the given expression. The flexibility in adjustment of thresholding from hard to soft because of variation of k is shown in Fig. 1a . The shape of thresholding function is decided by the parameter m, which adds more flexibility to the thresholding function as shown in Fig. 1b . λ is the threshold value, which has a major role in thresholding operation. In thresholding function, desired optimum value of threshold is obtained by optimum value of λ, k and m.
To obtain the optimum value parameters, researchers [23, 24] have proposed the TNN methodolgy based on neural networks concept. In this type of neural network, activation function has been replaced by the wavelet thresholding function. Instead of learning weights of the classical networks, learning process focuses on learning threshold value of the thresholding function. It is extended for each sub-band of the wavelet domain as shown in Fig. 2 [28] . In this approach, adaptive least-mean square (LMS) algorithm has been used with an adjustment of learning parameter with the help of steepest descent gradient of mean-square error (MSE) risk or Steins unbiased risk estimation (SURE) depending on availability/unavailability of the original (noise free) image, respectively.
Performance of Cuckoo Search (SC)-based denoising technique is better than PSO-based method for image denoising. The visual and quantitative results are given in Section 4. The paper is organised as follows. Section 2 gives an overview of DWT for image. Section 3 introduces PSO, modified PSOs (MPSOs), artificial bee colony (ABC) and the Cuckoo Search (CS) algorithm for image denoising case. In Section 4, qualitative and quantitative results of the proposed method with PSO, modified PSOs supported by peak SNR (PSNR) and SNR have been discussed. Conclusions are given in the final section.
Overview of DWT
Fourier transform of a function Φ(t) for all L 2(R) is Ψ(ω), when the function satisfies the condition given below [30] 
The function Φ(t) is called basis wavelet. By scaling and shifting the basis wavelet function, a wavelet sequence can be obtained as given by where a, b ∈ R, a ≠ 0, and a is defined as the stretch factor, b is defined as the shift factor. The image signal is a two-dimensional signal. The continuous signal WT is given as
Decomposition and reconstruction of two-dimensional DWT uses Mallat fast algorithm. Suppose 'I' is the located two-dimensional image, then wavelet decomposition algorithm is given by
where I is the low frequency operator map obtained after first level decomposition. D1, D2 and D3 are the horizontal, vertical, diagonal direction, respectively, in the high-frequency operator map. L and G is a filtering operator, which is determined by choosing the wavelet function. R and C stand for row and column operation, respectively.
Reconstruction of an image from wavelet coefficients is as follows
where I and G are the conjugate transpose operator of L and G, respectively.
3 Different evolutionary techniques for denoising of satellite images
PSO technique
PSO technique for image denoising was proposed by Bhutada et al. [33] . In this paper, wavelet coefficient is thresholded by an adaptive thresholding function. PSO is used for tuning the thresholding function parameters λ, k and m. PSO algorithm is inspired by social behaviour patterns of the organisms that live and interact within large groups. It is simulation of behaviour observed in flocks of birds, swarm of bees, human social behaviour and school of fish. Global exploration and local exploration feature during optimisation process is the key feature of PSO. They have also proposed edge preserved image enhancement using adaptive fusion of images denoised by wavelet and curvelet transform [34] and fast adaptive learning algorithm for sub-band adaptive thresholding function in image denoising [35] . PSO model consists of swarm of particles, which are initialised with a population of random solutions. These particles move iteratively through n-dimensional problem space in search of new solution depending upon the best fitness value of the particles, which is calculated by using certain quality measures. Search for solution continues till certain stopping criteria is achieved or a fixed number of iterations is completed. PSO can be formulated in both supervised and unsupervised way. Here, fitness function is taken as MSE, which is to be minimised.
The minimum value of MSE is required to be estimated by (7) . Thresholding function parameters are optimised for minimum value of MSE for getting optimum performance of the thresholding function. Therefore the fitness criteria for PSO-based learning process is given by
where N is the size of sub-band, y(n) is the WT coefficients of noise free image, y^(n) is the thresholded WT coefficients of noisy image. According to (7), a fitness value is dependent upon the thresholded wavelet coefficients y^(n), which depends upon the thresholding function η. η is the function of λ, k and m. Therefore parameters λ, k and m are chosen as a search particle in PSO-based learning process. For optimising the thresholding function given in (1), various types of optimisation techniques can be utilised with the aim of obtaining minimum value of MSE function, and can be implemented in supervised and unsupervised way both.
3.2.1 Algorithm steps for denoising of satellite image-based on PSO: Each particle tries to modify its position using the informations: current positions, current velocities, distance between the current position and pbest (personal best or current best), distance between the current position and gbest (global best).
Step 1: The search space, that is range of thresholding prameters (λ, k, m) is initialised first. The range of thresholding parameter can be taken as λ = (1-150), k = (0.1-2) and m = (1-4). In this three-dimensional search space, initial positions of populations of the particles have been randomly initialised which is in the range defined above. The number of particles are taken as twice or more than twice of the dimensional search space. Here, dimension of the problem is 3, and hence, minimum six particles will be taken.
Step 2: Fitness F is calculated for each particle. After that the particles are ready for further iterative process in search of best solution. F pd is the initial fitness.
Step 3: Different variables and constant has to initialised as follows:
1. C 1 and C 2 are the positive acceleration constants, which are the coefficient of self-recognition component and social component, respectively. C 1 and C 2 are taken as 2. 2. R 1 and R 2 are randomly chosen constants, which maintain diversity of the population. These are uniformly distributed in the interval [0, 1]. 3. i represents the iteration number, having range of maximum number of iteration (I max ). 4. W is the inertia factor. It starts with 0.9 and decreases linearly to 0.4 with iteration i. 5. X pd and V pd are position and velocity of the particle, respectively. X pd is initialised randomly, whereas V pd is initialised to zero. 6. F pp (i) and F gp (i) are the personal best position and global best position. F pp (i) is initialised with F pd , which is calculated in step 2, and the best of F pp (i) is taken as F gp (i) at initial step. 7. X ppd (i) and X gpd (i) are the personal best position and the global best position, respectively. The position of F pp (i) is stored in X ppd (i) and position of F gp (i) is stored in X gpd (i).
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Step 4: Update the velocity and position with the help of (8) and (9) shown as follows
Step 5: Updating of position and velocity is restricted by the boundary value, which is 80% of the maximum and minimum value of particle search space.
Step 6: Calculate the fitness F pd (i) at new search position. Update F pp (i) if current value of F pd (i) is less than the current value of F pp (i), otherwise retain old F pp (i). Update F gp (i) if best of F pp (i) is less than previous F gp (i) otherwise retain F gp (i). Similarly, X ppd (i) and X gpd (i) are updated accordingly.
Step 7: Repeat step 3-5 till stopping criteria or maximum number of iteration is achieved.
Modified PSO (PSO-TVAC):
Performance of PSO can be improved by employing modified forms of PSO. In PSO-TVAC, two changes are made (i) A linearly varying inertia weight over the generation which is given by the following equation
(ii) Coefficient of self-recognition C 1 , and social component C 2 , are linearly varying over the generation, given by the following equations
C max is set as 2.5 and C min is set as 0.5. C 1 varies from 2.5 to 0.5 as the iteration proceeds whereas C 2 varies from 0.5 to 2.5 as suggested by Ratnaweera et al. [36] . High diversity is obtained during the early part of search for global exploration over full range of search space.
3.2.3
Modified PSO (nonlinearly varying C 1 , C 2 and W): In 2011, researchers [37] proposed the MPSO algorithm with nonlinearly decreasing and time varying inertia weight and acceleration coefficients based on their earlier works. Here, a nonlinearly varying inertia weight over the generations is used along with the nonlinearly varying coefficient of self-recognition component and social component C 1 and C 2 . The nonlinearly varying coefficient of self-recognition component C 1 and social component C 2 are given by the following equations
Moreover, nonlinearly varying inertia factor is given by equation
Here, W max = 0.9; W min = 0.4; C max = 2.5; C min = 0.5; β = 0.4, I max = maximum number of iteration.
MPSO (Ai-Qin Mu1 et al.):
In standard PSO, particles have the ability to find the best position of the group of particles that have been searched. The global best position is searched out over the local particles for all iteration, and are updated to make sure that the best position is global best position not the local best. Based on this, Ai-Qin Mu1 et al. has proposed some modification in the original form of PSO [38] . In this modification, algorithm chooses the particle with maximum fitness when it is iterating, initialises its position randomly for increasing chaos ability of the particles. By this, the particle can search more domains. Select a limited extent of fitness α, then change in fitness is calculated and accept the new position if the change in fitness is smaller than α. Otherwise, new position is assigned randomly from the neighbourhood with radius. The algorithmic step is as follows:
Step 1: Initialise position and velocity of the particle, and evaluate fitness.
Step 2: Particle with biggest fitness value re-initialises its position and evaluates the particle with smallest fitness value, whether its new position is acceptable or not. If it is acceptable, updates its position, otherwise new position is assigned to the particle, then update the position and velocity of the particle.
Step 3: Compare the personal best and update the personal best value and its fitness value if it is better than previous one.
Step 4: Find out the best particle of group with best fitness value, and update the global best if current value is better than the previous global best.
Step 5: Checkout the stopping criterion or maximum number of iteration otherwise return to step 2.
ABC algorithm
ABC is one of the most recently defined algorithms by Karaboga in 2005 [39] . The algorithm is specifically based on the model proposed by Tereshko and Loengarov (2005) for foraging the behaviour of honey bee colonies. It is motivated by the intelligent behaviour of bees. The ABC algorithm is as simple as PSO and differential evolutionary algorithms, and is also easy to implement. ABC algorithm uses the common control parameters like colony size and maximum number of cycle. ABC as an optimisation tool provides a population-based search in which individuals known as food positions are modified by the artificial bees with time. The bee's aim is to search or to discover the places of food sources with high nectar amount, and finally, the one with highest nectar. Initially, all the food source positions are searched by scout bees and then the nectar of food sources are exploited by the employed bees and onlooker bees, and this continual exploitation will ultimately cause them to become exhausted. In ABC algorithm, the colony of artificial bees contains three groups of bees: employed bees, onlookers and scouts. The onlooker bee waits on the dance area for making decision to choose a food source. A bee going to the food source visited by it previously is named an employed bee. A bee carrying out random search is called as scout.
The detailed algorithm steps for the optimisation of the thresholding function are as follows: Step 1: Initialisation of control parameters. The main control parameters of the ABC algorithm is colony size and number of iterations. So, initialise the colony (CS) size by 6. Limit of the scout bees is given by L = (CS × D)/2. The dimension D of the problem is three.
Step 2: Initialise the position of CS/2 food source of employed bees, randomly using the variables over a defined range. The range is taken as λ = 1-150, k = 0.1-2, m = 1-4 and find CS/2 solutions.
Step 3: Evaluate fitness for each of the obtained solution by (7)
Fitness function fitness i =
Step 4: Select maximum value of the fitness, which is the best quality of food source.
Cycle 1: Employed bees phase
By using (17) , new solution will be produced for each of the bees.Where k and j are random selection index, φ is randomly produced number in the range Step 5: Calculate probability values p for the solutions x by means of their fitness using the equation
Step 6: Onlooker bee's phase Produce new solution v i for onlooker bees from the solutions x i selected, and depending upon the probability p i evaluate them. Then apply greedy selection between f (v i ) and f i .
Step 7: Memories the best solution and corresponding vector.
Step 8: Scout bee phase, for replacing the abandoned solution (the solution of which trial is more than L), a new random solution is generated.
Step 9: Update cycle and repeat the process until stopping criteria is achieved.
CS algorithm
In 2009, Yang and Deb have proposed the CS optimisation algorithm [40] . The CS algorithm is a new meta-heuristic algorithm for solving the optimisation problems. It is inspired by the obligate brood parasitism of some Cuckoo species by laying their eggs in the nest of other host birds (of other species). Some host birds can engage direct conflict with the intruding Cuckoos. The algorithm is based on the obligate brood parasitic behaviour of some cuckoo species in combination with the L'evy flight behaviour of fruit flies and some of the birds.
Each egg in CS algorithm represents a solution and Cuckoo egg represents a new solution. Overall aim is to employ new and potentially better solutions to replace weak solutions in the nests. In the simplest form, each nest has one egg. The Cuckoo algorithm can be extended to more complicated cases, which are having more than one egg representing a set of solutions. The CS is based on three idealised rules:
(i) Each Cuckoo lays one egg at a time, and dumps it in a randomly chosen nest; (ii) The best nest with high quality of eggs (solutions) will carry over to the next generations;
The hosts nests are fixed in count, and a host can discover an alien egg with probability pa ∈ [0 1]. In this case, the host bird can either throw the egg away or abandon the nest to build a completely new nest at new location.
Based on the above-mentioned rules, the basic steps of Cuckoo algorithm are
Step 1: Set the number of nest. Nest is nothing but different solutions. In this problem, it is taken as 20. Set the probability with a discovery rate (probability). Set the stopping criteria, which is either fixed number of iteration or tolerance value.
Set dimension of the problem. The number of dimensions is three here. Also, set boundary of the parameters.
Step 2: Randomly initialise the solution, by generating n different nest for obtaining n different solutions.
Step 3: Evaluate fitness for each of the obtained solution. Find the best nest corresponding to minimum value of fitness.
Step 4: Start iteration, generate new nest by Levy flight but keep the current best. A Levy flight can be formed as 
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Cuckoo i, a L'evy flight is performed by the equation
where α is the step size. It essentially provides a random walk whereas the random step length is drawn from L'evy distribution, which has an infinite variance with an infinite mean. L'evy distribution is given by
L'evy function can be changed according to application. Mantegna's algorithm is one of the L'evy function.
Step 5: Evaluate this set of solutions and obtain new fitness.
Compare the old fitness with this new fitness, and replace old fitness if new fitness is better than the old one. Update the best nest corresponding to fitness.
Step 6: Repeat the above process until some stopping criteria is achieved giving the best fitness and corresponding best nest.
A complete flowchart routine of optimisation-based methodology for image denoising is shown in Fig. 3 , depicting the detailed steps of overall algorithm.
There are several methods, which have been used for satellite image denoising. In this paper, various state-of-the-art techniques are used for comparison purposes. In order to show effectiveness of the proposed method over conventional and state-of-the-art image denoising techniques, three low contrast satellite images with different features available so far are used for comparison. Table 1 compares the PSNR and SNR performance indices of the proposed CS technique with the MPSO (C 1 , C 2 and W is sinusoidal function), PSO, MPSO (Ai-Qin Mu et al.), MPSO (PSO-TVAC), ABC algorithm and CS algorithm (Fig. 4) .
Visual results of the proposed technique are shown in Figs. 5 m-p supported by the quantitative results given in Table 1 . For example in Figs. 6v-x, output denoised images are depicted. Results in Table 1 indicate superiority of the proposed technique over other state-of-the-art and conventional image denoising techniques. The PSNR block computes the PSNR, in decibels between two images. This ratio is often used as a quality measurement between the original and improved images. The higher PSNR signifies better quality of the enhanced or reconstructed image. 
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In this section, various evolutionary algorithms based on the proposed denoising scheme are exploited for satellite images. Performance of the proposed scheme is computed by determining different fidelity parameters such as PSNR and SNR given by (21) and (22), respectively. In this paper, denoising performance of PSO algorithm and their variants, ABC algorithm and CS algorithm is compared on the basis of PSNR and SNR [41] . For making this comparison, PSO 
SNR in dB can be calculated from the following equation SNR = 10 log 10 signal power noise power (22) Results show that ABC algorithm and CS algorithm gives better performance. Further testing of the performance of all the algorithms considered is elaborated in Tables 2-6 . Each algorithm is tested for different number of iterations (80-120), and table includes PSNR, SNR and time taken for completion. Table 2 shows SNR, PSNR and time taken for MPSO (Ai-Qin Mu1 et al.). In Table 3 , results obtained for MPSO (sinusoidal varying C 1 , C 2 and W) are given. Table 4 depicts the performance of PSO-TVAC, whereas Table 5 shows the performance of PSO algorithm for image denoising. Performance indices for ABC algorithm and CS algorithm are given in Table 6 and Table 7 , respectively. The time taken to complete the process of denoising is considered for multiband data or input original satellite image. Satellite image is a multiband data (3 or 7 bands). So the time required to complete the process of denoising is thrice (in case of 3 band satellite image) as compared to the time required for single band or grey-scale image. Owing to complexity of application of ABC algorithm and CS algorithm in image denoising, time taken is more as compared to PSO but SNR and PSNR values are better. Table 1 represents overall comparion of the results between proposed and state-of-the-art and conventional techniques. Table 2 shows detailed comparison of the results using MPSO (Ai-Qin Mul et al.) technique, whereas in Table 3 , comparison of the results using MPSO (C 1 , C 2 and W sinusoidal function) technique is given. Table 4 includes the detailed comparison of the results using PSO algorithm supported by number of iteration, PSNR, SNR and time. Table 5 shows detailed comparison of the results using MPSO (PSO-TVAC) algorithm whereas the detailed comparison of the results using proposed ABC and CS algorithm, respectively, supported by number ofiteration, PSNR, SNR and time are included in Tables 6 and 7. Calculation of edge keeping index (EKI) or edge preservation index (EPI)
where g i and f i are the original and reconstructed images, respectively. Δg i and Δf i are found by filtering g and f through high pass Laplacian filter with mean value as µ g and µ f , respectively. The EKI calculates that how much the edges are preserved for the reconstructed image compared with the original image. High value of EKI or EPI represents that more edge details are conserved. EKI is included in Table 8 .
Conclusion
In this work, an improved denoising scheme for satellite images is presented using different evolutionary algorithms such as CS algorithm, ABC algorithm and different variants of PSO for learning of parameters of adaptive thresholding function required for optimum performance. The proposed technique has been tested on several satellite images. The fidelity parameters obtained clearly show superiority of the proposed technique over other conventional and state-of-the-art image denoising techniques. A comparative www.ietdl.org study of different evolutionary algorithms has also been made, and it has been found that the proposed technique, based on CS algorithm and ABC algorithm, yields better performance as compared to PSO and their different variants in terms of EKI or EPI, PSNR and SNR.
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The simulation results obtained are tabulated in Table 9 . Quantitative and visual results of the suggested 4 × 4 block using CS algorithm is demonstrated in Fig. 7 . It is concluded from the simulation results that 1. Parameters of output image are slightly better than technique shown in the paper but it also introduces blurring because of use of thresholding on each 4 × 4 blocks. 2. Computational complexity is high as each algorithm is applied for (50 × 50) × 3 times approximately and this is for each sub-band LH, HL and HH. Therefore computational complexity is very high for high iteration. 3. Creating a window for each coefficient and finding local parameters in each sub-band (for each coefficient) improves the result, however it increases the complication and running time because optimisation algorithm has to be applied for each window.
If computational complexity is not the major concern, then this idea is effective for image denoising purpose. 
